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2 ENSMP/ARMINES,



SUMMARY Simulating damage and failure of metallic or composite structures often fails when using standard finite element discretizations and a Newton–Raphson solving procedure. The difficulties arise from an uncontrolled mesh dependency caused by damage localization, to structural instabilities and to an increase of computational costs. The first problem can be overcome by using non-local damage constitutive equations together with a specific finite element model. The second problem can then be solved with an arc-length method which manages instabilities and snap-backs. They are caused by the loss of strengthcarrying capacity of the damaged material. Finally, the whole computational scheme is parallelized. The main contribution of this paper consists in bringing together the three numerical techniques: non-local material model; piloting and parallel computations. The resulting numerical scheme allows to go beyond the overly simplistic cases often encountered in the literature. It allows robust industrial simulations with a high number of degrees of freedom, both in two and three dimensions, and deepened studies involving a large number of simulations. Copyright q 2006 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Received 24 July 2006; Revised 9 October 2006; Accepted 10 October 2006 KEY WORDS:
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1. INTRODUCTION Recent advances in mechanics of materials have greatly improved descriptions of homogeneous and heterogeneous materials such as metals or ceramics. New complex constitutive equation sets address the issue of damage growth. Using these equations, the finite element method makes it possible to predict the evolution of damage in complex structures, and then to prevent their ∗ Correspondence †
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failures. However, apart from the computational cost, standard finite element procedures raise a lot of numerical problems. For instance, instabilities and localization appear, leading to a quick divergence of the solver or to meaningless results: the benefit of these new constitutive equations is lost. The robustness is not achieved and these models cannot be used in an industrial framework. In this work, an original scheme is used to overcome these difficulties. The strength of this method is to couple several classical and efficient approaches: a non-local model [1–3], an arclength algorithm [4–6] and finally a parallel computing method [7, 8]. This last tool is of major importance because the application of decomposition domains method induces a very efficient scheme where the size of the problem is no more a limiting factor. The computation time becomes reasonable to study actual industrial structures (with high number of degrees of freedom in two or three dimensions). The domain decomposition tool, that uses a primal/dual paradigm, is also very recent [9]. Without these tools, simulations are usually limited to simple two dimension cases because the size of the problem and the computation time are important limiting factors. The original contribution of this paper lies in the combination of the three basic techniques. Each part of the scheme addresses a specific difficulty. For instance, the piloting of the boundary conditions allows to correctly obtain the non-linear response of the structures (see Section 3). The load increment takes into account the local state of the structure and finally manages the risks of divergence. Moreover, calling into question of the local assumption in thermodynamics by using non-local models resolves the problem of mesh dependency (see Section 2): these methods do not need any information about the fracture path and no regular mesh [10, 11]. However, in order to predict the same phenomena as with a simple standard local description, it is necessary to use more refined meshes and to define new degrees of freedom. In addition, piloting requires a lot of increments and iterations to deliver a reliable solution. The associated increase of computational cost can be overcome by parallel computing (see Section 4). It consists of solving, simultaneously, smaller sub-problems with specific boundary conditions, insuring the total equivalence with the global problem. In the last part of this work (Section 5), two applications are presented. The first one shows the efficiency of the algorithm and the deficiency of classical methods. The benefit of the parallel computation is also studied. The ability of the method to solve large-scale problems is demonstrated in a second full 3D test which can only be computed with the proposed resolution scheme.



2. NON-LOCAL MODELS The material mechanical behaviour is characterized by so-called ‘state variables’. The time evolution of these variables is usually (i.e. in the case of standard local models) expressed as a function of the variables for each material point, x. In the case of non-local models, the evolution of some of the variables at point x not only depends on the local state but also on the variables in the neighbourhood of x. In the following, one non-local variable, f nl , will be used which depends on a local variable f l . Based on the literature [12–16], many local variables (equivalent strain, damage, porosity, etc.) can be chosen to define the non-local one (see Section 5.2). In the pioneering work by Pijauder-Cabot [17], f nl at x was defined as a weighted average of f l around x. However, this technique is difficult to implement in a finite element code. Indeed, it is necessary to have a specific algorithm (i) to build the connectivity table of the gauss points where f l is defined (they are usually defined locally in the finite element and are totally independent of their neighbours), and (ii) to compute the non-local integral and its gradients [18]. That is why the integral relation Copyright q
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is rewritten using the gradient of f l (explicit formulation) or f nl (implicit formulation). Following the work by Peerlings [19] the implicit formulation should be preferred. This section describes the continuous implicit formulation and its finite element discretization. 2.1. Continuous implicit gradient formulation The derivation of the implicit gradient formulation is not detailed here. Readers can refer to [19] (for example). The non-local relation between f l and f nl is f nl − c∇ 2 f nl = f l



in 



(1)



This partial differential equation implicitly defines f nl as a function of f l . f nl is obtained as the solution of a new boundary value problem (Helmholtz equation type, see Figure 1). The following boundary condition is often used: ∇ f nl · n = 0



at  = *



(2)



A new material coefficient c is introduced which has the dimension of a squared length. It controls the evolution of the non-local damage. Finally, the mechanical problem, which has to be solved, is (Figure 1) div() = 0



in 



(3)



f nl − c∇ 2 f nl = f l



in 



(4)



with the following boundary conditions:  · n = fd



at  f



(5)



u = ud



at u



(6)



at 



(7)



∇ f nl · n = 0



The material constitutive equations relate the strain tensor and the non-local variable f nl to the stress tensor and the local variable f l : (, f l ) = F(, f nl )



(8)



Figure 1. Boundary value problem. Copyright q
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2.2. Finite element formulation The boundary value problem is solved using the finite element method. The unknowns are discretized using the nodal displacements u, and the nodal non-local variables fnl . This is a multi-field problem and both sets of variables do not necessarily share the same interpolation basis. In this study, in order to avoid oscillations [20], quadratic interpolation functions are used in each element to interpolate the elementary nodal displacements (ue ), whereas linear interpolation functions are used for the interpolate elementary nodal non-local variables (fenl ). Here, ue (resp. fenl ) is a sub-set of u (resp. fnl ), defined for each finite element (e ). The discretized problem is obtained using the standard method exposed in [21]. The continuous variational formulation is first derived from Equations (3) and (4) by using test functions for the displacement (v) and the non-local variable (w). After integrating by part, the variational formulation is expressed as follows:   ∇(v) :  d − v · fd d = 0 (9) 



 



f







(w f nl + ∇w · c∇ f nl − w f l ) d −







wc∇ f nl · n d = 0



(10)



The last term of the second equation cancels out due to the boundary condition for the non-local problem (Equation (7)). Using the finite element method, the above integrals (Equation (10)) are expressed as discrete sums of integrals evaluated for each element. The vectors v, u and the scalars w, f nl are, respectively, obtained from the interpolation of nodal elementary values as follows: v(x) = Ne (x) · ve w(x) = me (x) · we



and u(x) = Ne (x) · ue and



f nl (x) = me (x) · fenl



(11) (12)



where Ne (resp. me ) are elementary quadratic (resp. linear) interpolation matrices. The strain e(x) and the non-local damage gradient ∇ f nl (x) are computed by differentiating Equations (11) and (12). They are related to the elementary unknowns by e(x) = Be · ue



(13)



∇ f nl (x) = Me · fenl where the matrices Be and Me contain the derivatives of the shape functions. Finally, the discretized variational formulation is obtained as follows:     eT eT v · B · r d = veT · NeT · fd d e



 e



e



 e



e



ef



(weT · meT · me · fenl + weT · MeT · cMe · fenl − weT · meT f l ) d = 0



(14)



(15)



where e is the volume of element (e ) and ef = e ∩  f . The previous equations should hold for any (v, w). Following the standard FEM derivation, this leads to the definition of elementary Copyright q
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internal nodal forces (qeu and qef ), respectively, associated to ue and fenl :  e BeT · r d qu =  qef



=



e



e



(meT · me · fenl + MeT · cMe · fenl − meT f l ) d



(16) (17)



Elementary external forces can be obtained from the right-hand side of Equation (14). The global internal forces (qint ) are obtained by assembling the elementary contributions qeu and qef . The same is performed to compute the global external forces (qext ). The discretized finite element problem can finally be expressed as follows: qint (p) = qext



with p = (u, fnl )



(18)



The resolution procedure (see Section 3) requires the calculation of the global stiffness matrix (K = *qint /*p), which is computed by assembling the elementary stiffness matrices (Ke =*qeint /*pe , pe = (ue , fenl )). Ke is expressed as follows:   e *qu /*ue *qeu /*fenl Ke = *qef /*ue *qef /*fenl  ⎛  ⎞ eT e B · K · B d BeT · K f · m d ⎜ ⎟ e e ⎟ =⎜ (19)  ⎝ ⎠ eT e eT eT eT e −1 · m · K f  · B d m · m + M · cM d e



e



with K =



*r *e



(20)



K f =



*r * f nl



(21)



Kf =



* fl *e



(22)



The non-local problem is non-symmetric and multi-field. Some details about the specific resolution procedures are given in the Section 4.4. Note that for c = 0 the standard (i.e. local) finite element problem is obtained (10):   ∇(v) :  d − v · fd d = 0 (23)  







(w f nl + ∇w · c∇ f nl − w f l ) d −



 



f







cw∇ f nl · n d = 0 →







w( f nl − f l ) d = 0 (24)



The second equation is true for all the admissible functions w, so f nl is equal to f l . Copyright q
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3. RESOLUTION ALGORITHMS 3.1. Newton–Raphson algorithm The discretized finite element problem can be written as a set of non-linear equations: q(p) = qint (p) − qext = 0



(25)



The external forces are given by the boundary conditions and the internal forces depend on the unknowns (in the present case discretized displacements and non-local variables). Due to the nonlinearity of the problem, the previous equations must be solved incrementally using an iterative procedure. In most cases, this can be done using a standard Newton–Raphson procedure. Let pc be the converged solution at the end of increment c. The converged solution at the end of increment c + 1 is expressed as pc+1 = pc + pc+1 where pc+1 is the converged increment of the unknown between increment c and c + 1. pc+1 is iteratively found as the term of the following series for which convergence is achieved (i.e. q small enough): i+1 i pi+1 c+1 = pc+1 + pc+1



(26)



where pic+1 is the non-converged increment at iteration i, and pi+1 c+1 the iterative correction of the increment. The latter is given by the following equation (Newton–Raphson procedure):  *qint  i+1 −1 i pc+1 = − K · q(pc+1 ) with K = (27) *p pc +pi c+1



3.2. Arc-length algorithms Using the Newton–Raphson algorithm for structures containing damaging materials may lead to numerical difficulties. In the case of load control, the calculation cannot be carried beyond the limit load. In the case of displacement control, the structure is likely to undergo snap-backs, so that this mode of control is also not suitable (see Figure 2). The above difficulties can be solved using arc-length algorithms. The method introduces an additional degree of freedom  which represents the intensity of the external load whose direction
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Figure 2. Global response of a damaging structure. Copyright q
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is known. In order to solve the problem it is necessary to introduce a new scalar equation to solve the problem. This equation is expressed as follows: h(p, ) = l 2



(28)



where h is a scalar function representing the arc-length of the variation of the unknowns over the time step. l is the desired size of the arc-length. Different arc-length algorithms have been developed during the last 30 years, such as the Riks or Crisfield methods. These classical methods are not developed in the present work and readers referred to [22–26] for details. The non-linear problem is now rewritten as a set of two equations: q(p, ) = qint ( p, ) − qext () = 0 h(p, ) = l 2



(29a) (29b)



The unknowns at iteration i + 1 are defined as the sum of converged (i.e. from the previous increment), incremental and iterative variations: i+1 i+1 i pi+1 c+1 = pc + pc+1 = pc + pc+1 + pc+1 i+1 i+1 i i+1 c+1 = c + c+1 = c + c+1 + c+1



(30)



A Taylor expansion of Equation (29a) allows to express the iterative correction on pc+1 as the sum of two terms: i+1 i+1 ˇ c+1 ˆ i+1 pi+1 c+1 = p c+1 + c+1 p



(31)



with −1 · q(pic+1 , ic+1 ) pˆ i+1 c+1 = −K



(32)



−1 pˇ i+1 · q c+1 = −K



where K is the global stiffness matrix defined in Equation (27) and with   *qint  *qext  − q = * (pi ,ic+1 ) * (ic+1 )



(33)



c+1



i+1 pi+1 c+1 is obtained using Equation (31). c+1 is then obtained by solving Equation (29b), which is scalar. The unknowns can then be updated and the procedure is repeated until convergence. The efficiency of the method depends on the chosen function h. In the case of the non-local problem, it can be expressed as the sum of three contributions



h(p, ) = cu h u (u) + c f nl h f nl (fnl ) + c h  ()



(34)



In the following c f nl = 0 and c = 0 will be used for the sake of simplicity. In most cases h u (u) is expressed as: h u (u) = u · u which is a global measure of the increase of displacements. Copyright q
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However, when structural instabilities are due to local instabilities caused by damage, these global methods fail. Undesired elastic unloading may be predicted (see Figure 2). In some cases, convergence cannot be obtained. It is possible to increase the robustness of the algorithm by selecting a sub-set of p to compute the arc-length, as proposed by Alfano and Crisfield [26]. However, the method then looses its genericity and becomes difficult to use because the appropriate sub-set is case dependent. In the following, a recently method developed in [6, 27] is used as it overcomes these difficulties. It is briefly summarized in the following. h u is chosen so as to detect local instabilities and to prevent elastic unloading. This leads to the following function: h(uic+1 ) =



max



g=1,N



g



ec g, i g · ec+1 ec  



= max h g (uic+1 )



(35)



g=1,N



The maximum is evaluated over a set of selected Gauss points (g = 1, . . . , N ) belonging to areas where high damage is expected. Although it is possible to use all Gauss points of the structure, g selecting a sub-set reduces the computation cost. ec is the strain tensor at the previous converged g, i increment at Gauss point g. ec+1 is the evaluation of the strain tensor at Gauss point g at iteration i for the current increment (c + 1). This tensor is computed by using Equation (31) and the interpolation matrix at Gauss point g (Bg ): g, i+1



i i+1 i+1 e, i+1 ˆ c+1 ) ˇ e, ec+1 = Bg · (ue, c+1 + u c+1 + c+1 u



(36) g



g



g, i



where e denotes the element to which Gauss point g belongs. The condition ec /ec  · ec+1 >0 g



g



g, i



corresponds to continuous loading, whereas ec /ec  · ec+1 0 will assure continuation of dissipation. g g g, i Choosing the function h as the maximum over all Gauss points of ec /ec  · ec+1 also assures that at least one Gauss point undergoes dissipation. In order to solve Equation (29b) with respect to , the following procedure was proposed by Lorentz and Badel [27]. It consists of building an interval I whose bounds are the solutions of Equation (29b): Initialization of the search interval: I = ]−∞; +∞[ For each Gauss point: Search of g solution of: h g (uc+1 ) = l 2 g



ec g ˇ i+1 g : B ·u c+1 ec   If sg 0: Ig = [g ; +∞[ Compute the admissible interval: If sg 0: Ig = ]−∞; g ] Compute the slope of h g : sg =



Compute the intersection: I = I ∩ Ig



(37) Figure 3(A) Figure 3(B)



Figure 3(C)



The solution interval is: I Copyright q
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h g(∆uc+1)



h g(∆uc+1)



h g (∆uc+1)



s g 0 l2



λg
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λ λ
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l2



λg



λ λ
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λ1



λ2



λ



Figure 3. Graphic illustration of the interval search (Equation (37), (A) and (B)-search of the admissible interval for one Gauss point (A : sg 0), (C)-search of the final admissible interval).



The previous algorithm may have: • Two solutions (I = [1 , 2 ]). In this case, it is possible to choose the one which minimizes/ maximizes the residual (in that case two re-evaluations of the global residual vector are needed) or the strain (e, which can be directly computed from the iterative process), but other choices could also be considered. In this study, the maximum value (i.e. 2 ) is chosen as it maximizes the load increment. • One solution  in cases where the computed interval is I = ]−∞, ] or I = ], +∞]. • No solution (I = ∅). It is possible to: (i) use the value of  which minimizes h Equation (35) or (ii) to reduce the arc-length l [28] and to restart the search procedure. In this study, the second solution is chosen as it is the only one leading to convergence.



4. PARALLEL COMPUTATION 4.1. Continuous problem In this section, the parallelization scheme is presented for the non-local model. The system to be solved is:  ⎧ div() = 0 in  ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ Equilibrium equations ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ f nl − c∇ 2 f nl = f l in  ⎪ ⎪ ⎪  ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ (, f l ) = F(, f nl ) ⎪ ⎨ Constitutive equations (38)  = ∇s u ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎤ ⎪  · n = fimp at  F ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎥ ⎪ ⎪ u = u imp at u ⎦ Boundary conditions ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎩ ∇ f nl · n = 0 at  A partition of  into N non-overlapping subdomains s is considered here (Figure 4). The interface between two neighbouring substructures i and j istheir common boundary i, j =  j, i = *i ∩ * j , the interface of sub-domain s is then s = j s, j , and the complete interface is Copyright q
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Figure 4. Local and interface classifications: (A) sub-domains with local numbering; (B) local numbering of interfaces (C) geometrical interface (D) connectivity interface.



=



 s



s . The decomposed problem reads:



∀1sN



⎧ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎨



div(s ) = 0



in s







f nls − cs ∇ 2 f nls = f ls in s  (s , f ls ) = Fs (s , f nls ) s = ∇ss us s · ns = fsimp



at  f ∩ s



Equilibrium equations



Constitutive equations ⎤



⎪ ⎪ ⎥ ⎪ ⎪ u s = u simp over u ∩ s ⎥ ⎪ ⎪ ⎦ Boundary conditions ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ∇ f nls · ns = 0 at  ∩ s ⎪ ⎪ ⎪  ⎪ ⎪ s · ns = ks over s ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ Interface conditions ⎪ ⎩ ∇ f nls · ns = as at s



(39)



where ks and as are the reactions applied on sub-domain (s ) by its neighbours. From a continuum mechanical point of view, only interfaces of non-zero measure are considered (faces in 3D, edges in 2D), so that interface fields are defined independently between each couple of sub-structures (i.e. no point can be considered as belonging to more than 2 sub-structures). To ensure the equivalence between problems Equation (38) and Equation (39), continuity and conservation conditions on the Copyright q
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interfaces have to be added: • continuity of primal fields







∀1(i, j)N ,



ui = u j f nli



=



j f nl



• conservation of fluxes (static equilibrium)  i k + kj = 0 ∀1(i, j)N , ai + a j = 0



on i, j



on i, j



(40)



(41)



The philosophy of domain decomposition methods is to search for correct interface conditions in order to solve sub-domain problems independently. Depending on the chosen interface conditions, various methods can be defined, which are described below. 4.2. Finite elements application After discretization and linearization, problem Equation (38) reads:       Kuu u qu Ku f nl · = fnl K f nl u K f nl f nl q fnl



(42)



which is rewritten as follows: K · p = q



(43)



where K is the (non-symmetric, see Section 4.4) stiffness matrix, p the unknown variables and q the associated right-hand side. In order to apply the domain decomposition method, specific notations are introduced: in the following, subscript i stands for ‘internal’ degrees of freedom (i.e. inside sub-domain s ) and stands subscript b for boundary degrees of freedom (on s ). Then, considering only conforming domain decompositions, various operators are introduced: • the trace operator Ts , which extracts from a sub-domain field its value on the interface: Ts · ps = psb , • the primal assembly operator As , which sums on each interface the contribution of all neighbouring subdomains, • the dual assembly operator As which subtracts on each interface the contribution of the considered couple of neighbouring substructures. The main difference between operators As and As (except from the potentially signed operation) lies inside the underlying different descriptions of multiple points (nodes shared by more than two sub-structures) on the interface (see Figure 4). The fundamental orthogonality property holds:  s A · As T = 0 (44) s



 s bs denotes the reaction that neighbours impose on sub-structure s : bs = k as . Because the s s sT reaction is only non-zero at the interface, it involves b = T · bb . Copyright q
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System (Equations (39)–(41)) then reads:  s



 s



Ks · ps = qs + bs



(45a)



As · Ts · ps = 0



(45b)



As · Ts · bs = 0



(45c)



which is a general formulation of the parallelized non-local model. Such a formulation can be used for any multi-field problem. The main strategies to solve this system are all based on the exact resolution of Equation (45a), and their differences lie in the choice of the interface conditions: • primal approaches: a common unknown pb for all subdomains is iteratively solved for, trying to insure equilibrium of fluxes (Equation (45c)), • dual approaches: a common unknown flux bb for all subdomains is iteratively solved for, trying to insure continuity of unknown (Equation (45b)), • hybrid approaches: part of the interface is treated in a primal way and the remaining in a dual way, • mixed approaches: a linear combination of unknown pb and unknown flux b is introduced and iteratively solved for. In the following sub-sections, a brief explanation of the first two methods is provided. 4.2.1. Primal approach. System (Equation (43)) reads, after permutations: ⎡ ⎤ ⎤ T ⎡ 1⎤ ⎡ K1ii 0 ... 0 K1ib · A1 q1i p i ⎢ ⎥ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎢ ⎥ .. .. .. .. ⎢ ⎢ ⎥ ⎥ . ⎢ ⎥ . 0 . . . ⎢ ⎥ ⎢ .. ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ . . . . ⎢ ⎢ ⎥ ⎥ . . . . . · = ⎥ . . 0 . . ⎢ ⎥ ⎢ .. ⎥ ⎢ ⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎢ ⎥ ⎥ T N ⎢ ⎥ N N N ⎢ ⎥ ⎢ p N ⎥ ⎢ qi Kib · A 0 ... 0 Kii ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⎣ i ⎦ ⎣ ⎦ ⎣ 1 ⎦ s s 1 N N  s s sT A · q A · Kib . . . . . . A · Kib A · Kbb · A b pb



(46)



s



s



To condense the problem on the boundary, the internal unknowns pis are eliminated: Ksii · psi + Ksib · As T · pb = qsi ⇒ psi = Ksii −1 · (qsi − Ksib · As T · pb )



(47)



Matrix Ksii is invertible because it comes from the resolution of a Dirichlet problem. By substituting this expression in the last line of (Equation (46)), pb becomes the solution of: ⎧  s s s s −1 s sT ⎪ ⎨ S p = s A · (Kbb − Kib · Kii · Kib ) · A S p · pb = b p with (48) ⎪ b =  As · (qs − Ks · Ks −1 · qs ) ⎩ p b bi ii i s



ps



can then be computed a posteriori from Equation (47).
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4.2.2. Dual approach. From system (Equation (45)), an unknown flux bb is considered, with bsb = As T bb , so that the action–reaction principle is directly insured. The problem reads: Ks · ps = qs + Ts T · As T · bb



(49)



Matrix Ks corresponds to a problem with Neumann conditions on the interface. Depending on the existence of sufficient Dirichlet conditions on each sub-domain, the problem may be ill-posed. To overcome this difficulty, the pseudo-inverse (denoted K+ ) is used [29]. The displacements of the sub-structures are split into two parts: the deformed part (∈ Im(Ks )) and the rigid part (∈ Ker(Ks )). Let rs be a basis of Ker(Ks ) and /s the unknown amplitude of the associated rigid body motions so that ps = Ks+ · (qs + Ts T · As T · bb ) + rs · /s



(50)



with the implicit condition rs T · (qs + Ts T · As T · bb ) = 0



(51)



This condition imposes that the loading does not excite the rigid body motions. Using Equation (50) in Equation (45c), a system for bb and /s is obtained: ⎧  s s s+ sT sT ⎪ ⎪ Sd = s A · (T · K · T ) · A ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪  ⎪ ⎪ bd = As · (Ts · Ks + · qs ) ⎪       ⎪ ⎨ s Sd G −bd bb = with · G = (. . . , As · Ts · rs , . . .) ⎪ / −e GT 0 ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ /T = (. . . , /s T , . . .) ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎩ T e = (. . . , qs T · rs , . . .)



(52)



The resolution of this system provides the reaction at the boundaries, and primal unknowns can then be computed from Equation (50). 4.3. Parallelization of the arc-length algorithm The formulation of the local arc-length algorithm is naturally parallel. Indeed, Equation (35) can be written as follows: ⎛ ⎞ ⎜ ⎟ h(uic+1 ) = max ⎝ max h g (uic+1 )⎠ k=1, N



g=1, M g∈k



(53)



So the ‘global’ interval of admissible solutions is the intersection of the N ‘local’ intervals Ik which are solutions of independent equations: h k (uic+1 ) = max h g (uic+1 ) g=1, M g∈k
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So, the parallelization consists, for each sub-domain k , of: • • • • •



Compute the interval of admissible solution Ik . Send, to the other sub-domains l = k , its own interval. Receive the other intervals Il =k .  Do the intersection of all intervals I = k Ik . Choose the value of , if it exists, or divide the arc-length.



4.4. Remarks about the local/global resolution algorithm As has been mentioned already in the first and the present section, the global stiffness matrix of the problem is not symmetric. Moreover, the unknowns do not have the same nature and order of amplitude. In order to overcome these difficulties and ensure a good convergence of the computation, it is necessary to use specific resolution algorithms and preconditioners (see, among others, [30–32]). Because of the poor condition number of the system, an adimensionalization of the local matrices (multiplication of Ks by the inverse of its diagonal) is mandatory. 5. APPLICATIONS 5.1. Constitutive equations The material is supposed to be isotropic, elastic damageable. Although simple and widely used, the simple formulation for the constitutive law [33, 34] leads to the numerous numerical difficulties, mentioned in the Introduction. Damage, D, is expressed as a function of the elastic energy release rate Y = 12  : C :  where C is the fourth order elastic stiffness tensor. The constitutive equation is then expressed as‡ :  = (1 − D)C : 



(55)



Y = 12  : C :  







Y − Y0 + s D = Dc 1 − exp − Ye D = max (D )



(56) (57) (58)



history



To formulate the non-local version of this constitutive model, it is first necessary to choose the non-local variable. Several choices can be made. In this work, the driving force for damage (Y ) was chosen. This choice is justified and commented on in Section 5.2. The previous set of equations is modified by computing the damage as follows: 







Ynl − Y0 + s D = Dc 1 − exp − (59) Ye instead of using (Equation (57)). ‡ 



· + denotes the function such that x+ = x if x>0 and x+ = 0 otherwise.
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Figure 5. Material coefficients and material behaviour.



Material parameters§ used throughout the studies are given in Figure 5. The response of the material in the case of a tensile test is shown in Figure 5. The parameters of the constitutive law have been chosen corresponding to a quasi-brittle material with a tensile strain to failure less than 1%. 5.2. Application over a holed plate Test structure and meshes: The studied structure consists of a plate containing three holes, as shown on Figure 6. A uniform vertical displacement is imposed and standard symmetry conditions are used. Four different meshes are used with 11, 13, 20 and 40 elements in the minimum cross section. Triangular elements are used. Local vs non-local simulations: Figure 7 compares the global response (i.e. load vs imposed displacement) of the structure for different meshes in the case of the local model and the non-local model. In both cases, rupture proceeds in a similar fashion: (i) quasi-elastic loading as long as damage remains small; (ii) inelastic (non-linear) loading as damage increases between both holes of the right ligament; (iii) a sharp snap-back is then observed which corresponds to the failure of the right ligament; (iv) a quasi-elastic reloading as damage starts to grow in the second ligament; (v) failure of the second ligament, which corresponds to a second sharp snap-back. Although qualitatively similar, calculations performed with the local and the non-local models strongly differ. The non-local simulations exhibit the expected mesh independence. On the other



§ In



order to avoid null pivot in the resolution, the maximum damage Dc has to be taken lower than 1. Taking Dc equal or close to 1 needs specific tools to go from damage to rupture. Investigations into damage relocalization procedures and extension of the remove element methods are in progress.
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